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Abstract—Cells of Escherichia coli were exposed to a down-4
stream plasma afterglow plume emitted from a slotted plasma5
device operating in open air at atmospheric pressure. Various6
feed-gas mixtures were capacitively excited, as they flowed into7
open air past radio frequency-powered electrodes. To estimate8
the underlying inactivation pathways, various experimental con-9
ditions were tested by incorporating ultraviolet filters, varying10
parameters such as electrical power and frequency, feed-gas com-11
position and flow rates, and the distance of the samples from the12
electrode. Experimental results demonstrated a colony-forming13
unit reduction of well over five logs with less than 2 s of exposure14
per unit area. These results offer a promising means of wide-area15
inactivation of harmful microbes in a practical environment,16
where the sample is neither a part of the electrical circuit nor17
placed in an enclosure. The device is electrically grounded and18
could be held like a wand applicator.19

Index Terms—Atmospheric pressure plasmas, radio-frequency20
(RF), sterilization.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

THE ELIMINATION of disease-causing agents from sur-23

faces of equipment, which can sometimes be challenging24

to fulfill without using toxic materials or high temperatures,25

is an absolutely necessary requirement in many fields. Histor-26

ically, many different approaches have been used to inactivate27

pathogens. Two widely used inactivation methods, especially in28

the medical field, are autoclaving and exposure to gases such as29

ethylene oxide (EtO). Although effective, both methods suffer30

from drawbacks such as exposure to extremely high tempera-31

tures (> 100 ◦C) in the case of autoclaves and toxic exposure32

in the case of EtO. Another concern with these methods is the33

long treatment times, which can vary from about half an hour34

to almost 30 h [1].35

Nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas have a gas36

temperature of hundreds of degrees Kelvin, an electron temper-37

ature of about 1 eV, and electron number densities in the order38

of 1011−14/cm3 with metastable densities that are 1–2 orders of39

magnitude greater than ion densities. A straightforward way of40

generating nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas is to41
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operate a glow discharge at a current density below the thresh- 42

old for glow-to-arc transitions. This was first demonstrated in 43

the 1950s [2]. 44

Several research groups have been investigating the devel- 45

opment of atmospheric plasma technology for inactivation of 46

bacteria [3]–[8]. Many different electrode configurations, feed- 47

gas mixtures, and operating conditions have been tested with 48

varying results [3]. Some groups achieve operations at very 49

close to room temperature, but the treatment methodology is not 50

suitable for wide-area treatment as the plume area is relatively 51

small [4]. Other researchers have created chambers that can be 52

used for treating the contaminated specimen [5], [6]. However, 53

a drawback with this approach is that device portability and 54

convenience of use are compromised. A research group has 55

addressed this issue by creating a portable backpack deconta- 56

mination wand that involves remote exposure of samples [7]. 57

Still, other research groups have developed needle plasmas [8], 58

[9] that work at relatively low voltages but are not suitable for 59

wide-area treatment. 60

Our research focuses on radio-frequency (RF)-driven open- 61

air slot microplasmas that are tens of centimeters in length. The 62

active electrodes excite a rare gas mixture, and the effluents 63

flow into open air as an afterglow plasma plume at near room 64

temperature. The powered wedge electrode is recessed within 65

a volume behind the grounded slot (Fig. 1), as is much of the 66

associated interelectrode plasma, so that (external) work pieces 67

require no electrical connection or sealed chamber to operate. 68

The two electrodes of extended length are spaced fractions 69

of millimeters from each other. This close-coupled plasma- 70

electrode design facilitates surface electrode phenomena, such 71

as cold emission of electrons from surfaces crucial to a sta- 72

ble plasma operation via photo- and ion-induced secondary 73

emission. 74

The slot plasma has unique geometry and operating condi- 75

tions compared to prior works [10]–[13]. First, operation in 76

open air with a line source plasma afterglow of a high (> 900) 77

aspect ratio that is spatially homogeneous even at hundreds of 78

watts of delivered RF power. Second, the work piece is neither 79

placed on an electrode nor a part of the electrical circuits but is 80

placed rather in the afterglow plume. Third, the work pieces can 81

be about 1 cm away from the active plasma with a clear optical 82

path to the surfaces to be treated, allowing for high fluxes 83

of plasma species and high-energy photons from the active 84

plasma. It is judged that this electrode geometry is scalable 85

to meter-long lengths, allowing for wide-area treatment. The 86

features previously listed make the device highly attractive to 87

be used as a portable handheld decontaminating wand. 88
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the device, showing critical dimensions w (slot
width) and d (interelectrode spacing). The major regions are active discharge
and downstream afterglow plume. The work piece surface, where bacterial
inactivation occurs, is 2.5–10 mm away from the active plasma in the afterglow
plume. A photo of the plume emerging from the linear slot is presented in the
bottom right inset. The length of the linear slot can be extended to 30 cm,
depending on the electrode design, gas flow, rare gas employed, and total RF
power applied. (Color version available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.)

A proof-of-concept of bacterial inactivation by the device89

has been published recently [14]. The purpose of this paper90

was to explore a range of operating conditions of the RF-driven91

hollow-slot plasma in order to gain insight into the inactivation92

mechanism(s).93

II. PROCEDURES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP94

A. RF Hollow-Slot Plasma Device95

Recent publications present the detailed technical aspects96

of the hollow-slot plasma reactor [10]–[14]. The hollow-slot97

electrode configuration used for this paper consisted of two98

electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1, which are coming out and into99

the plane of this paper. A photograph of the actual plasma100

plume emerging from the slot into open air is shown in the inset101

of the figure. Electrode shapes, critical electrode spacing, feed-102

gas flow, and applied RF voltage locations are also indicated103

in Fig. 1. An external open slot electrically grounded hollow104

electrode opposes an internal RF-powered wedge-shaped elec-105

trode. It is judged that this electrode design allows a corona-106

initiated ignition and subsequent glow confinement of the linear107

plasma to the electrode area. This allows for two distinct mi-108

crodischarge regions to be formed, namely: 1) a luminous glow109

of active discharge between the electrodes and 2) a downstream110

afterglow plume. In between the two regions is a gas expansion111

region. The open slot width w is fixed at 200 µm for current112

studies but is variable from 50 to 800 µm. Similarly, for the113

results presented in this paper, the interelectrode spacing d was114

fixed at 500 µm, but other values are possible. The length of the115

electrode in this paper is approximately 75 mm, but it has also116

been extended to 300 mm for other applications of the device.117

It must be emphasized that the surfaces are processed in open118

air and are neither part of the electrical circuit nor placed on 119

electrodes in enclosures, in which all considerable practical ad- AQ1120

vantages well beyond the present focus on bacterial treatment. 121

In the interelectrode region, the representative operating con- 122

ditions are given as follows: PD ∼ 10 torr · cm, average root- 123

mean-square (rms) E ∼ 20 kV/cm, average rms E/N ∼ 70 Td, 124

current density ∼ 0.7 A/cm2, associated power density 125

(EJ cos θ) ∼ 14 kW/cm3, and energy per volume delivered to 126

the flowing gas ∼ 100–200 J/L. A plasma afterglow plume with 127

a linear shape of 1–30 cm long exits the grounded slot and 128

extends 1–8 mm from the slot. Moreover, the active plasma is 129

millimeters away and delivers a strong flux of both ultraviolet 130

(UV) and vacuum UV (VUV) photons. 131

The experiments were conducted in open air and without 132

windows at atmospheric pressure. An external gas flow was ap- 133

plied through the electrode regions using a mixture of rare gas 134

(argon or helium) and oxygen flowing at rates of 5–20 L/min 135

and 6–20 sccm, respectively. The reactor was powered by a 136

60-MHz RF power supply (Advanced Energy, Fort Collins, 137

CO), and a matching network was connected between the 138

power supply and the plasma reactor to optimize power trans- 139

mission. The power delivered to the reactor was varied from 140

50 to 150 W. 141

The samples to be exposed were kept at a fixed position, 142

varying from 2.5 mm to 1 cm below the open reactor slot. A 143

motor drive was used to achieve the translational motion of the 144

afterglow plasma plume in order to uniformly sweep the entire 145

surface area of the target sample with the afterglow plasma, 146

creating a “push-broom” source of photons, radicals, and ions, 147

all of which may play an active role in bacterial inactivation. 148

Varying exposure times were achieved by passing the plasma 149

slot over the sample at various rates and varying the number of 150

passes using the motor to move the plasma slot. For instance, a 151

single pass lasting 2.5 min resulted in an effective exposure of 152

about 0.6 s/unit area. 153

B. Escherichia Coli (E. coli) Strain Information and 154

Sample Preparation 155

E. coli (ATCC 9637, Biosafety level 1, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 156

CA) was used to test the sterilizing capabilities of the plasma. 157

E. coli is a gram-negative bacterium and a common stan- 158

dard of reference in the development of new sterilizing tech- 159

nologies [3]. 160

E. coli cultures were grown overnight in a petri dish con- 161

taining Luria–Bertani (LB) agar (Difco, Sparks, MD) at 37 ◦C, 162

and then, a single colony was transferred into 250 mL of 163

Bacto tryptic soy broth (Becton, Dickinson and Company, 164

Sparks, MD), which was maintained for 8 h at 37 ◦C. This 165

allowed the cells to reach exponential log phase. Exponential- 166

log-phase cells (10 mL) were harvested and transferred from the 167

broth under sterile conditions to the phosphate buffer solution 168

(90 mL and pH 7.0). The solution was serially diluted fur- 169

ther to the required concentration range. Five milliliters of 170

the diluted solutions were filtered in triplicate for each di- 171

lution onto presterilized filter membranes [0.45-µm mixed- AQ2172

cellulose esters, 47-mm diameter (Millipore)]. Following the 173

filtration, the membranes were placed on sterile 10-mL Petri 174
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the inactivation methodology.

dishes containing 9 mL of LB agar. The Petri dishes with175

the filter membranes placed on the LB agar were exposed to176

the afterglow plume emitted from the grounded hollow-slot177

electrode for the required time. After the plasma treatment,178

the petri dishes were incubated at 37 ◦C for one day, prior179

to determining the resulting number of colony-forming units180

(CFU). The experimental process is depicted in Fig. 2.181

C. Varied Conditions182

To better understand the underlying mechanism of inacti-183

vation and to investigate the roles played by different plasma184

constituents, a variety of experiments were performed, testing185

various configurations.186

1) Gas ON, Plasma OFF: To ensure that the bacteria were187

being inactivated by the actual plasma (radical and photon188

species) and not merely being blown off the surface by the189

gas flow, a control experiment was performed, in which the190

bacteria-laden filter membranes were exposed only to gas flow-191

ing through the electrodes with the power turned off.192

2) Distance From the Electrode: As the plume exits from193

the electrodes into open air, the conditions downstream are194

expected to vary with the distance from the electrode. To195

study the impact of the sample distance from the electrode196

on inactivation, an experiment was performed, in which the197

distance of the samples was varied from 0.25 to 1.00 cm. The198

temperatures to which the samples were exposed were mea-199

sured using temperature strips (±1 ◦C, Omega, Stamford, CT).200

3) Frequency: The plasma characteristics can change dra-201

matically with change in the frequency of the RF power sup-202

plied to the powered electrode. To determine the exact nature 203

of this change on the inactivation levels, a comparison of 204

inactivation was done by powering the device at two different 205

frequencies: 13.56 and 60 MHz. For this range of frequencies, 206

rare gas flow was required, but at 160-MHz excitation, it must 207

be noted that the required rare gas flow is much reduced, but 208

these results will be reported elsewhere. 209

4) Oxygen: For the baseline experiments, the main gas fed 210

to the device was argon, supplemented with a fixed and minute 211

amount of oxygen. To determine the effect of oxygen on inacti- 212

vation, an experiment was conducted, where varying amounts 213

of oxygen were mixed with the main argon feed-gas. This 214

was done in order to explore the possibility of enhancing the 215

formation of oxygen radicals, which are powerful species with 216

the potential to destroy bacterial cells. 217

5) UV Effect: A significant amount of UV radiation is 218

known to be produced by the plasma reactor. UV is well known 219

for its ability to inactivate microbes and is thus used widely 220

in the drinking water industry as a final disinfectant. Two 221

different approaches were used to estimate the role of UV in 222

bacterial inactivation by the plasma plume. First, a magnesium 223

fluoride (MgF2) window was placed between the device and the 224

samples. Magnesium fluoride allows UV light above 100 nm 225

while blocking particles such as radicals and ions. This pro- 226

vided a means to isolate the effect of UV. A variation of this 227

experiment was also conducted by covering the sample with the 228

polystyrene lid of the petri dish, which blocked both particles 229

and UV below 300 nm. 230

Second, spectroscopic analysis of the plasma plume was 231

performed in order to qualitatively determine the nature of the 232
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Fig. 3. Survival curve of E. coli when exposed at a distance of 0.5 cm from
the electrode.

UV flux emitted. The optical spectra I(λ) were obtained using233

a 0.2-m McPherson VM 502 scanning monochromator, with a234

grating of 1200 g/mm blazed at 120 nm. Light was detected235

using an Acton 781 photomultiplier tube. The optical emission236

was measured by placing the linear slot plasma in close prox-237

imity, and parallel, to the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The238

spectral resolution of the detection system (full-width at half-239

maximum (FWHM) of slit function) was about 0.7 nm. An240

optical window (MgF2) and a mask were employed to define241

the emitting area. The output spectra correspond to light emitted242

from a 4-mm-long slot (defined by the mask).243

6) Gas Composition and Flow: Discharge characteristics244

are known to vary with the type of feed-gas used. To determine245

the role of gas composition and flow in the inactivation, argon246

was compared with helium as the primary feed-gas at different247

flow rates.248

7) Power: Finally, different levels of power were transmit-249

ted through the electrodes to estimate the amount of energy250

needed to achieve the desired level of inactivation.251

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION252

The exposure of E. coli to the downstream plasma plume253

generated by the RF-powered hollow-slot device was observed254

to cause a total inactivation of well over five logs in less than255

2 s (per unit area). A survival curve for the baseline condition of256

the argon gas at a flow rate of 20 L/min powered by a 60-MHz257

device is shown in Fig. 3. This demonstrated that the 60-MHz258

plasma was capable of microbial inactivation, as was observed259

previously for the 13.56 MHz [14], and defined the baseline260

for subsequent experiments. In the following sections, the ef-261

fect of changing various operational parameters is presented,262

and insights with respect to the inactivation pathways are263

discussed.264

A. Gas ON, Plasma OFF265

The gas flow with the instrument switched off was not266

observed to have an effect on bacterial inactivation (Fig. 4).267

This confirmed that the plasma plume, which contains radi-268

Fig. 4. Effect of gas flow (instrument off) on the inactivation of E. coli.

Fig. 5. Effect of distance from the electrode on the inactivation of E. coli. All
the samples were exposed for about 0.6 s/unit area. The power delivered and
the gas flow rates for argon and oxygen were 100 W, 5 L/min, and 6 sccm,
respectively.

cals and photons, was the driving force in the bacterial in- 269

activation. 270

B. Distance From the Electrode 271

As shown in Fig. 5, as the distance of the sample was 272

varied from 0.25 to 1 cm away from the electrode, there was 273

no significant change in the relative inactivation of E. coli. 274

This was in spite of the gradient in temperature, which was 275

observed between 40 ◦C and 70 ◦C. This indicates that heat 276

does not play a significant role in inactivation, considering that 277

the temperature was less than 40 ◦C at a distance of 1 cm away 278

from the electrode. 279

C. Frequency 280

A comparison of the inactivation while powering the device 281

with two different power supplies, one operating at 13.56 MHz 282

and the other at 60 MHz, is shown in Fig. 6. It can be deduced 283

that the higher fluxes produced by the 60-MHz one resulted in 284

a higher level of inactivation. It is judged that this is due to the 285

different radical and photon distributions measured for the two 286

different RFs. 287
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the inactivation of E. coli by 60- and 13.56-MHz-
powered devices.

Fig. 7. Plot comparing the effect of oxygen flow on inactivation.

D. Oxygen288

Oxygen can play an important role in the inactivation process289

because of its decomposition into atomic oxygen, which is aAQ3 290

powerful oxidant. In addition, radicals such as OH• may form291

from atmospheric water vapor dissociation, which may physi-292

cally attack the cells. To test this, minute quantities of oxygen293

were added to the main feed-gas of argon. However, because the294

device operates in open air, there is always some atmospheric295

oxygen present. As shown in Fig. 7, the inactivation rate was not296

significantly affected by oxygen addition. In fact, the average297

inactivation rate was slightly lower when the highest amount of298

oxygen was added to the feed. A reason for this might be that299

the addition of oxygen made the discharge slightly unstable and300

hence had a net negative influence on the flux of active species.301

E. UV Effect302

The germicidal effects of UV light are well known. UV303

light inactivates organisms by absorption of the photons, which304

causes a photochemical reaction that alters molecular compo-305

nents that are essential to cell function. As UV rays penetrate306

the cell wall of the microorganism, the energy reacts with307

nucleic acids and other vital cell components, resulting in the308

Fig. 8. Survival of E. coli when the sample is covered with a polystyrene lid
or MgF2 window.

Fig. 9. Spectroscopic analysis of the hollow-slot device, using a 0.2-m
McPherson VM 502 scanning monochromator. The power delivered and the
gas flow rates for argon and oxygen were 150 W, 10 L/min, and 6 sccm,
respectively. (Color version available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.)

injury or death of the exposed cells [15]. As shown in Fig. 8, 309

the inactivation in the sample covered with MgFl2 was much 310

higher than in the sample covered with the polystyrene lid. 311

This suggests that UV played a major role in the inactivation. 312

In addition, as polystyrene is known to filter out light below 313

300 nm, the results further emphasize the role of UV in the 314

range of 100–300 nm. 315

UV ranging from about 180 to about 280 nm can be very 316

destructive to microbes for a variety of reasons. There is a 317

sizeable amount of production of lethal ozone at about 185 nm. 318

Ozone, like UV, is commonly used as a disinfectant in drinking 319

water treatment. In addition, the range of 240–280 nm is known 320

as the “germicidal range,” where the microbial deoxyribonu- 321

cleic acid (DNA) absorbs the most energy, with the region 322

around 265 nm being the “peak germicidal range” (depends on 323

the guanine–cytosine (GC) content of the DNA). The spectro- 324

scopic analysis of the device is shown in Fig. 9 and indicates 325

that the transitions observed are within the ozone production 326

range as well as the germicidal range. 327
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Fig. 10. Survival of E. coliwhen comparing the flow rates of helium and argon
as the main feed-gas. The power delivered and the gas flow rate for oxygen were
150 W and 6 sccm, respectively.

Fig. 11. Survival plot of E. coli with increased power.

F. Gas Composition and Flow328

The results of the experiments comparing argon and helium329

at different flow rates are presented in Fig. 10. The results330

indicate that helium was not as effective as argon in inactivating331

the bacteria. A possible reason could be because of the lack of332

UV generation in the germicidal range. With respect to flow333

rates, it was observed that in the case of argon, the inactivation334

rate was higher for lower flow rates. This could be attributed335

to the fact that the plasma constituents remain in the vicinity at336

lower flow rates. On the contrary, average inactivation levels337

actually increased, however only slightly, with increased He338

flow. This could be due to the minor role that temperature plays339

in the inactivation, as observed in Fig. 5.340

G. Power Variation341

As evident in Fig. 11, increasing the power yielded increased342

inactivation. This can be attributed to more dissociation of343

radicals and higher photon fluxes at higher power levels, as344

gas temperature measurements confirmed that there was only345

a minor effect on gas heating (data not shown).346

IV. CONCLUSION 347

Based on the results, the principal conclusions that can be 348

drawn are given as follows: UV plays a primary role in the 349

inactivation process, whereas plasma radicals play a secondary 350

role. However, a synergistic effect was observed in the com- 351

bination of UV and radicals, which caused a higher rate of 352

inactivation than possible using the two treatments in isolation. 353

Gas temperature within the range observed in this paper had a 354

negligible effect on the inactivation. 355

Further research needs to be carried out to understand the 356

impact of the plasma constituents on entities at the cellular and 357

molecular levels. The use of air in place of rare gases is also 358

possible by operating at even higher frequencies but needs to 359

be probed further. 360

This technology holds significant promise to overcome the 361

current obstacles of existing sterilization approaches. 362
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Bacterial Inactivation Using an RF-Powered
Atmospheric Pressure Plasma

1

2

Ashish Sharma, Amy Pruden, Ovidiu Stan, Member, IEEE, and George J. Collins, Fellow, IEEE3

Abstract—Cells of Escherichia coli were exposed to a down-4
stream plasma afterglow plume emitted from a slotted plasma5
device operating in open air at atmospheric pressure. Various6
feed-gas mixtures were capacitively excited, as they flowed into7
open air past radio frequency-powered electrodes. To estimate8
the underlying inactivation pathways, various experimental con-9
ditions were tested by incorporating ultraviolet filters, varying10
parameters such as electrical power and frequency, feed-gas com-11
position and flow rates, and the distance of the samples from the12
electrode. Experimental results demonstrated a colony-forming13
unit reduction of well over five logs with less than 2 s of exposure14
per unit area. These results offer a promising means of wide-area15
inactivation of harmful microbes in a practical environment,16
where the sample is neither a part of the electrical circuit nor17
placed in an enclosure. The device is electrically grounded and18
could be held like a wand applicator.19

Index Terms—Atmospheric pressure plasmas, radio-frequency20
(RF), sterilization.21

I. INTRODUCTION22

THE ELIMINATION of disease-causing agents from sur-23

faces of equipment, which can sometimes be challenging24

to fulfill without using toxic materials or high temperatures,25

is an absolutely necessary requirement in many fields. Histor-26

ically, many different approaches have been used to inactivate27

pathogens. Two widely used inactivation methods, especially in28

the medical field, are autoclaving and exposure to gases such as29

ethylene oxide (EtO). Although effective, both methods suffer30

from drawbacks such as exposure to extremely high tempera-31

tures (> 100 ◦C) in the case of autoclaves and toxic exposure32

in the case of EtO. Another concern with these methods is the33

long treatment times, which can vary from about half an hour34

to almost 30 h [1].35

Nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas have a gas36

temperature of hundreds of degrees Kelvin, an electron temper-37

ature of about 1 eV, and electron number densities in the order38

of 1011−14/cm3 with metastable densities that are 1–2 orders of39

magnitude greater than ion densities. A straightforward way of40

generating nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas is to41
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operate a glow discharge at a current density below the thresh- 42

old for glow-to-arc transitions. This was first demonstrated in 43

the 1950s [2]. 44

Several research groups have been investigating the devel- 45

opment of atmospheric plasma technology for inactivation of 46

bacteria [3]–[8]. Many different electrode configurations, feed- 47

gas mixtures, and operating conditions have been tested with 48

varying results [3]. Some groups achieve operations at very 49

close to room temperature, but the treatment methodology is not 50

suitable for wide-area treatment as the plume area is relatively 51

small [4]. Other researchers have created chambers that can be 52

used for treating the contaminated specimen [5], [6]. However, 53

a drawback with this approach is that device portability and 54

convenience of use are compromised. A research group has 55

addressed this issue by creating a portable backpack deconta- 56

mination wand that involves remote exposure of samples [7]. 57

Still, other research groups have developed needle plasmas [8], 58

[9] that work at relatively low voltages but are not suitable for 59

wide-area treatment. 60

Our research focuses on radio-frequency (RF)-driven open- 61

air slot microplasmas that are tens of centimeters in length. The 62

active electrodes excite a rare gas mixture, and the effluents 63

flow into open air as an afterglow plasma plume at near room 64

temperature. The powered wedge electrode is recessed within 65

a volume behind the grounded slot (Fig. 1), as is much of the 66

associated interelectrode plasma, so that (external) work pieces 67

require no electrical connection or sealed chamber to operate. 68

The two electrodes of extended length are spaced fractions 69

of millimeters from each other. This close-coupled plasma- 70

electrode design facilitates surface electrode phenomena, such 71

as cold emission of electrons from surfaces crucial to a sta- 72

ble plasma operation via photo- and ion-induced secondary 73

emission. 74

The slot plasma has unique geometry and operating condi- 75

tions compared to prior works [10]–[13]. First, operation in 76

open air with a line source plasma afterglow of a high (> 900) 77

aspect ratio that is spatially homogeneous even at hundreds of 78

watts of delivered RF power. Second, the work piece is neither 79

placed on an electrode nor a part of the electrical circuits but is 80

placed rather in the afterglow plume. Third, the work pieces can 81

be about 1 cm away from the active plasma with a clear optical 82

path to the surfaces to be treated, allowing for high fluxes 83

of plasma species and high-energy photons from the active 84

plasma. It is judged that this electrode geometry is scalable 85

to meter-long lengths, allowing for wide-area treatment. The 86

features previously listed make the device highly attractive to 87

be used as a portable handheld decontaminating wand. 88

0093-3813/$20.00 © 2006 IEEE
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Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the device, showing critical dimensions w (slot
width) and d (interelectrode spacing). The major regions are active discharge
and downstream afterglow plume. The work piece surface, where bacterial
inactivation occurs, is 2.5–10 mm away from the active plasma in the afterglow
plume. A photo of the plume emerging from the linear slot is presented in the
bottom right inset. The length of the linear slot can be extended to 30 cm,
depending on the electrode design, gas flow, rare gas employed, and total RF
power applied. (Color version available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.)

A proof-of-concept of bacterial inactivation by the device89

has been published recently [14]. The purpose of this paper90

was to explore a range of operating conditions of the RF-driven91

hollow-slot plasma in order to gain insight into the inactivation92

mechanism(s).93

II. PROCEDURES AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP94

A. RF Hollow-Slot Plasma Device95

Recent publications present the detailed technical aspects96

of the hollow-slot plasma reactor [10]–[14]. The hollow-slot97

electrode configuration used for this paper consisted of two98

electrodes, as shown in Fig. 1, which are coming out and into99

the plane of this paper. A photograph of the actual plasma100

plume emerging from the slot into open air is shown in the inset101

of the figure. Electrode shapes, critical electrode spacing, feed-102

gas flow, and applied RF voltage locations are also indicated103

in Fig. 1. An external open slot electrically grounded hollow104

electrode opposes an internal RF-powered wedge-shaped elec-105

trode. It is judged that this electrode design allows a corona-106

initiated ignition and subsequent glow confinement of the linear107

plasma to the electrode area. This allows for two distinct mi-108

crodischarge regions to be formed, namely: 1) a luminous glow109

of active discharge between the electrodes and 2) a downstream110

afterglow plume. In between the two regions is a gas expansion111

region. The open slot width w is fixed at 200 µm for current112

studies but is variable from 50 to 800 µm. Similarly, for the113

results presented in this paper, the interelectrode spacing d was114

fixed at 500 µm, but other values are possible. The length of the115

electrode in this paper is approximately 75 mm, but it has also116

been extended to 300 mm for other applications of the device.117

It must be emphasized that the surfaces are processed in open118

air and are neither part of the electrical circuit nor placed on 119

electrodes in enclosures, in which all considerable practical ad- AQ1120

vantages well beyond the present focus on bacterial treatment. 121

In the interelectrode region, the representative operating con- 122

ditions are given as follows: PD ∼ 10 torr · cm, average root- 123

mean-square (rms) E ∼ 20 kV/cm, average rms E/N ∼ 70 Td, 124

current density ∼ 0.7 A/cm2, associated power density 125

(EJ cos θ) ∼ 14 kW/cm3, and energy per volume delivered to 126

the flowing gas ∼ 100–200 J/L. A plasma afterglow plume with 127

a linear shape of 1–30 cm long exits the grounded slot and 128

extends 1–8 mm from the slot. Moreover, the active plasma is 129

millimeters away and delivers a strong flux of both ultraviolet 130

(UV) and vacuum UV (VUV) photons. 131

The experiments were conducted in open air and without 132

windows at atmospheric pressure. An external gas flow was ap- 133

plied through the electrode regions using a mixture of rare gas 134

(argon or helium) and oxygen flowing at rates of 5–20 L/min 135

and 6–20 sccm, respectively. The reactor was powered by a 136

60-MHz RF power supply (Advanced Energy, Fort Collins, 137

CO), and a matching network was connected between the 138

power supply and the plasma reactor to optimize power trans- 139

mission. The power delivered to the reactor was varied from 140

50 to 150 W. 141

The samples to be exposed were kept at a fixed position, 142

varying from 2.5 mm to 1 cm below the open reactor slot. A 143

motor drive was used to achieve the translational motion of the 144

afterglow plasma plume in order to uniformly sweep the entire 145

surface area of the target sample with the afterglow plasma, 146

creating a “push-broom” source of photons, radicals, and ions, 147

all of which may play an active role in bacterial inactivation. 148

Varying exposure times were achieved by passing the plasma 149

slot over the sample at various rates and varying the number of 150

passes using the motor to move the plasma slot. For instance, a 151

single pass lasting 2.5 min resulted in an effective exposure of 152

about 0.6 s/unit area. 153

B. Escherichia Coli (E. coli) Strain Information and 154

Sample Preparation 155

E. coli (ATCC 9637, Biosafety level 1, Invitrogen, Carlsbad, 156

CA) was used to test the sterilizing capabilities of the plasma. 157

E. coli is a gram-negative bacterium and a common stan- 158

dard of reference in the development of new sterilizing tech- 159

nologies [3]. 160

E. coli cultures were grown overnight in a petri dish con- 161

taining Luria–Bertani (LB) agar (Difco, Sparks, MD) at 37 ◦C, 162

and then, a single colony was transferred into 250 mL of 163

Bacto tryptic soy broth (Becton, Dickinson and Company, 164

Sparks, MD), which was maintained for 8 h at 37 ◦C. This 165

allowed the cells to reach exponential log phase. Exponential- 166

log-phase cells (10 mL) were harvested and transferred from the 167

broth under sterile conditions to the phosphate buffer solution 168

(90 mL and pH 7.0). The solution was serially diluted fur- 169

ther to the required concentration range. Five milliliters of 170

the diluted solutions were filtered in triplicate for each di- 171

lution onto presterilized filter membranes [0.45-µm mixed- AQ2172

cellulose esters, 47-mm diameter (Millipore)]. Following the 173

filtration, the membranes were placed on sterile 10-mL Petri 174
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Fig. 2. Schematic of the inactivation methodology.

dishes containing 9 mL of LB agar. The Petri dishes with175

the filter membranes placed on the LB agar were exposed to176

the afterglow plume emitted from the grounded hollow-slot177

electrode for the required time. After the plasma treatment,178

the petri dishes were incubated at 37 ◦C for one day, prior179

to determining the resulting number of colony-forming units180

(CFU). The experimental process is depicted in Fig. 2.181

C. Varied Conditions182

To better understand the underlying mechanism of inacti-183

vation and to investigate the roles played by different plasma184

constituents, a variety of experiments were performed, testing185

various configurations.186

1) Gas ON, Plasma OFF: To ensure that the bacteria were187

being inactivated by the actual plasma (radical and photon188

species) and not merely being blown off the surface by the189

gas flow, a control experiment was performed, in which the190

bacteria-laden filter membranes were exposed only to gas flow-191

ing through the electrodes with the power turned off.192

2) Distance From the Electrode: As the plume exits from193

the electrodes into open air, the conditions downstream are194

expected to vary with the distance from the electrode. To195

study the impact of the sample distance from the electrode196

on inactivation, an experiment was performed, in which the197

distance of the samples was varied from 0.25 to 1.00 cm. The198

temperatures to which the samples were exposed were mea-199

sured using temperature strips (±1 ◦C, Omega, Stamford, CT).200

3) Frequency: The plasma characteristics can change dra-201

matically with change in the frequency of the RF power sup-202

plied to the powered electrode. To determine the exact nature 203

of this change on the inactivation levels, a comparison of 204

inactivation was done by powering the device at two different 205

frequencies: 13.56 and 60 MHz. For this range of frequencies, 206

rare gas flow was required, but at 160-MHz excitation, it must 207

be noted that the required rare gas flow is much reduced, but 208

these results will be reported elsewhere. 209

4) Oxygen: For the baseline experiments, the main gas fed 210

to the device was argon, supplemented with a fixed and minute 211

amount of oxygen. To determine the effect of oxygen on inacti- 212

vation, an experiment was conducted, where varying amounts 213

of oxygen were mixed with the main argon feed-gas. This 214

was done in order to explore the possibility of enhancing the 215

formation of oxygen radicals, which are powerful species with 216

the potential to destroy bacterial cells. 217

5) UV Effect: A significant amount of UV radiation is 218

known to be produced by the plasma reactor. UV is well known 219

for its ability to inactivate microbes and is thus used widely 220

in the drinking water industry as a final disinfectant. Two 221

different approaches were used to estimate the role of UV in 222

bacterial inactivation by the plasma plume. First, a magnesium 223

fluoride (MgF2) window was placed between the device and the 224

samples. Magnesium fluoride allows UV light above 100 nm 225

while blocking particles such as radicals and ions. This pro- 226

vided a means to isolate the effect of UV. A variation of this 227

experiment was also conducted by covering the sample with the 228

polystyrene lid of the petri dish, which blocked both particles 229

and UV below 300 nm. 230

Second, spectroscopic analysis of the plasma plume was 231

performed in order to qualitatively determine the nature of the 232
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Fig. 3. Survival curve of E. coli when exposed at a distance of 0.5 cm from
the electrode.

UV flux emitted. The optical spectra I(λ) were obtained using233

a 0.2-m McPherson VM 502 scanning monochromator, with a234

grating of 1200 g/mm blazed at 120 nm. Light was detected235

using an Acton 781 photomultiplier tube. The optical emission236

was measured by placing the linear slot plasma in close prox-237

imity, and parallel, to the entrance slit of the spectrometer. The238

spectral resolution of the detection system (full-width at half-239

maximum (FWHM) of slit function) was about 0.7 nm. An240

optical window (MgF2) and a mask were employed to define241

the emitting area. The output spectra correspond to light emitted242

from a 4-mm-long slot (defined by the mask).243

6) Gas Composition and Flow: Discharge characteristics244

are known to vary with the type of feed-gas used. To determine245

the role of gas composition and flow in the inactivation, argon246

was compared with helium as the primary feed-gas at different247

flow rates.248

7) Power: Finally, different levels of power were transmit-249

ted through the electrodes to estimate the amount of energy250

needed to achieve the desired level of inactivation.251

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION252

The exposure of E. coli to the downstream plasma plume253

generated by the RF-powered hollow-slot device was observed254

to cause a total inactivation of well over five logs in less than255

2 s (per unit area). A survival curve for the baseline condition of256

the argon gas at a flow rate of 20 L/min powered by a 60-MHz257

device is shown in Fig. 3. This demonstrated that the 60-MHz258

plasma was capable of microbial inactivation, as was observed259

previously for the 13.56 MHz [14], and defined the baseline260

for subsequent experiments. In the following sections, the ef-261

fect of changing various operational parameters is presented,262

and insights with respect to the inactivation pathways are263

discussed.264

A. Gas ON, Plasma OFF265

The gas flow with the instrument switched off was not266

observed to have an effect on bacterial inactivation (Fig. 4).267

This confirmed that the plasma plume, which contains radi-268

Fig. 4. Effect of gas flow (instrument off) on the inactivation of E. coli.

Fig. 5. Effect of distance from the electrode on the inactivation of E. coli. All
the samples were exposed for about 0.6 s/unit area. The power delivered and
the gas flow rates for argon and oxygen were 100 W, 5 L/min, and 6 sccm,
respectively.

cals and photons, was the driving force in the bacterial in- 269

activation. 270

B. Distance From the Electrode 271

As shown in Fig. 5, as the distance of the sample was 272

varied from 0.25 to 1 cm away from the electrode, there was 273

no significant change in the relative inactivation of E. coli. 274

This was in spite of the gradient in temperature, which was 275

observed between 40 ◦C and 70 ◦C. This indicates that heat 276

does not play a significant role in inactivation, considering that 277

the temperature was less than 40 ◦C at a distance of 1 cm away 278

from the electrode. 279

C. Frequency 280

A comparison of the inactivation while powering the device 281

with two different power supplies, one operating at 13.56 MHz 282

and the other at 60 MHz, is shown in Fig. 6. It can be deduced 283

that the higher fluxes produced by the 60-MHz one resulted in 284

a higher level of inactivation. It is judged that this is due to the 285

different radical and photon distributions measured for the two 286

different RFs. 287
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the inactivation of E. coli by 60- and 13.56-MHz-
powered devices.

Fig. 7. Plot comparing the effect of oxygen flow on inactivation.

D. Oxygen288

Oxygen can play an important role in the inactivation process289

because of its decomposition into atomic oxygen, which is aAQ3 290

powerful oxidant. In addition, radicals such as OH• may form291

from atmospheric water vapor dissociation, which may physi-292

cally attack the cells. To test this, minute quantities of oxygen293

were added to the main feed-gas of argon. However, because the294

device operates in open air, there is always some atmospheric295

oxygen present. As shown in Fig. 7, the inactivation rate was not296

significantly affected by oxygen addition. In fact, the average297

inactivation rate was slightly lower when the highest amount of298

oxygen was added to the feed. A reason for this might be that299

the addition of oxygen made the discharge slightly unstable and300

hence had a net negative influence on the flux of active species.301

E. UV Effect302

The germicidal effects of UV light are well known. UV303

light inactivates organisms by absorption of the photons, which304

causes a photochemical reaction that alters molecular compo-305

nents that are essential to cell function. As UV rays penetrate306

the cell wall of the microorganism, the energy reacts with307

nucleic acids and other vital cell components, resulting in the308

Fig. 8. Survival of E. coli when the sample is covered with a polystyrene lid
or MgF2 window.

Fig. 9. Spectroscopic analysis of the hollow-slot device, using a 0.2-m
McPherson VM 502 scanning monochromator. The power delivered and the
gas flow rates for argon and oxygen were 150 W, 10 L/min, and 6 sccm,
respectively. (Color version available online at http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.)

injury or death of the exposed cells [15]. As shown in Fig. 8, 309

the inactivation in the sample covered with MgFl2 was much 310

higher than in the sample covered with the polystyrene lid. 311

This suggests that UV played a major role in the inactivation. 312

In addition, as polystyrene is known to filter out light below 313

300 nm, the results further emphasize the role of UV in the 314

range of 100–300 nm. 315

UV ranging from about 180 to about 280 nm can be very 316

destructive to microbes for a variety of reasons. There is a 317

sizeable amount of production of lethal ozone at about 185 nm. 318

Ozone, like UV, is commonly used as a disinfectant in drinking 319

water treatment. In addition, the range of 240–280 nm is known 320

as the “germicidal range,” where the microbial deoxyribonu- 321

cleic acid (DNA) absorbs the most energy, with the region 322

around 265 nm being the “peak germicidal range” (depends on 323

the guanine–cytosine (GC) content of the DNA). The spectro- 324

scopic analysis of the device is shown in Fig. 9 and indicates 325

that the transitions observed are within the ozone production 326

range as well as the germicidal range. 327
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Fig. 10. Survival of E. coliwhen comparing the flow rates of helium and argon
as the main feed-gas. The power delivered and the gas flow rate for oxygen were
150 W and 6 sccm, respectively.

Fig. 11. Survival plot of E. coli with increased power.

F. Gas Composition and Flow328

The results of the experiments comparing argon and helium329

at different flow rates are presented in Fig. 10. The results330

indicate that helium was not as effective as argon in inactivating331

the bacteria. A possible reason could be because of the lack of332

UV generation in the germicidal range. With respect to flow333

rates, it was observed that in the case of argon, the inactivation334

rate was higher for lower flow rates. This could be attributed335

to the fact that the plasma constituents remain in the vicinity at336

lower flow rates. On the contrary, average inactivation levels337

actually increased, however only slightly, with increased He338

flow. This could be due to the minor role that temperature plays339

in the inactivation, as observed in Fig. 5.340

G. Power Variation341

As evident in Fig. 11, increasing the power yielded increased342

inactivation. This can be attributed to more dissociation of343

radicals and higher photon fluxes at higher power levels, as344

gas temperature measurements confirmed that there was only345

a minor effect on gas heating (data not shown).346

IV. CONCLUSION 347

Based on the results, the principal conclusions that can be 348

drawn are given as follows: UV plays a primary role in the 349

inactivation process, whereas plasma radicals play a secondary 350

role. However, a synergistic effect was observed in the com- 351

bination of UV and radicals, which caused a higher rate of 352

inactivation than possible using the two treatments in isolation. 353

Gas temperature within the range observed in this paper had a 354

negligible effect on the inactivation. 355

Further research needs to be carried out to understand the 356

impact of the plasma constituents on entities at the cellular and 357

molecular levels. The use of air in place of rare gases is also 358

possible by operating at even higher frequencies but needs to 359

be probed further. 360

This technology holds significant promise to overcome the 361

current obstacles of existing sterilization approaches. 362
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